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Grammar

C Choose the correct item.

1 You ……. throw your rubbish in the bins. 
A can B must C could  

2 Drive …….. the tunnel and turn left.
A through B along C up

3 Carl’s bedroom is …….. bigger than Sue’s.
A very B much C as

4 …….. you please help me do the washing-up? 
A Should B Must C Could

5 It is the …….. shopping centre in town.
A better B best C good

6 Kelly goes to the gym …….. foot.
A by B with C on

7 You …….. mop the floor. It’s clean.
A can’t B don’t have to
C mustn’t

8 This flat is …….. than the other one.
A more expensive B most expensive
C expensive

9 Walk …….. the road and turn right at the lights.
A into B across C under

10 This is …….. neighbourhood in the city.
A bad B the worst C worse

B Circle the correct item.

1 The community station / centre offers many
great activities.

2 Please make / do your bed before you leave.
3 Let’s take a street / road trip down the

coastline.
4 The pedestrian / public services are excellent in

my city.
5 Put on some reptile / insect repellent so you

don’t get stung.

REVISION (Module 1)

Vocabulary

A Choose the correct item.

1 A bite from a(n) ........ snake can be dangerous.
A fatal C innocent
B poisonous D strange 

2 Some programmes use video ........ from hand-
held cameras.
A documentary C footage
B reality D voice-over 

3 Ted likes to ........ books from the library. 
A report B return C borrow D deposit 

4 You should always cross the road at the ........ . 
A level crossing C cycle lane
B zebra crossing D pavement  

5 To get out of a mud bog you must ........ out
slowly. 
A run B pull C crawl D fall 

6 Drivers must obey all road ........ .
A lights B sights C features D signs

7 Many tourists ........ trouble while visiting the
swamps.
A take out B fall into C get into D pull in

8 Some drivers turn into ........ traffic by mistake.
A catchy C dangerous
B oncoming D moving

9 A good citizen always ........ the law.
A obeys   B follows   C volunteers D helps

10 We often go to the mountains to ........ from
the city.
A get off B cut off C escape D run

D Put the verbs in brackets into the present
simple or present continuous.

1 Peter isn’t here. He .............................. (study)
at the library.

2 You ...................................... (not/understand)
what I’m saying.

3 Michael and Rene are at the sports centre.
They ........................................... (play) tennis. 

4 The children ................................. (not/watch) 
TV very often.

5 Ted ................................... (go) to the bowling 
alley once a week.
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REVISION (Module 1)

Reading

E Read the information about 
the safari park. Match the
headings (A-I) with their 
correct paragraphs (1-8). 
One heading does not
match. 

Have you ever wanted to go on a safari and see animals in the wild?
Well, now you can and you don’t even have to go to Africa! Come to
the Longleat Safari & Adventure Park in the UK and get ready for the

wildlife adventure of a lifetime!

You can start your tour by driving through the safari adventure park.
Here you can see many wild animals such as giraffes, tigers, zebras and rhinos
that roam free around this wilderness. So, remember when driving through the
park to mind the zebras crossing and give the rhinos the right of way! 

Next, try a jungle cruise on a safari boat. Look out for sea lions swimming
alongside the boat looking for snacks. Be ready to get wet; at feeding time the sea
lions leap out of the water to catch their food and then land with a splash!

Then, you can visit Deer Valley where you can feed a herd of friendly deer. It
is surprising how the deer take food straight from your hand! 

The brave at heart can take a trip to the creepy Bat Cave where you can see
a colony of bats. Here you can hear the noises they make with their tongues and
learn fascinating facts about these tiny animals. 

For the kids, there is the Adventure Castle. Young adventurers can spend
hours exploring this medieval fortress and playground by climbing bridges and
crawling through tunnels. 

Another popular attraction is the Longleat Hedge
Maze. Here you have to figure out how to get through a

hedge maze that is 1¾ miles long! There are so
many twists and turns that you are bound to get
lost and have loads of fun along the way!

The park has also got special ranger
shows where you can have a hands-on

experience with two, four and eight-legged
friends that are waiting to meet you! You might
get the chance to hold a snake, a tarantula or even

a guinea pig and see what they are like up close.
Before you leave, don’t forget to take a look inside the

Longleat House. Here, you can see priceless antiques,
paintings and furniture that date back to the 16th

century! It’s a must see! 

2
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5

6

7

8
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A FUN FOR LITTLE EXPLORERS

B LOOK AT THE PAST

C ANIMALS ON THE ROAD 

D FIND THE WAY BACK

E FOOD FOR FRIENDS

F WATER FUN

G FRIGHTENING LESSON

H FOOD FOR THOUGHT

I MAKE NEW FRIENDS
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Everyday English

F Read the dialogue and fill in the missing
phrases. 

ñ That’s í15, please
ñ Have a nice day 
ñ I’d like a ticket to Manchester, please
ñ When do you want to go 
ñ Single or return

A: Hello. Can I help you? 
B: 1) .................................................................... .
A: Sure. 2) ............................................................? 
B: Single, please. 
A: 3) ....................................................................? 
B: I’d like to take the 10 am bus. 
A: OK. 4) ............................................................. .
B: Here you are. 
A: Thank you. 5) ................................................. .
B: Thanks, you too. 

Listening

G You will hear two people talking about
a sports centre. Listen and mark the
sentences T (true) or F (false).

1 The sports centre is next to the
train station.    

2 Nancy plays volleyball for the
school team.

3 You can skate at the sports centre.
4 Ian can swim very well. 
5 The sports centre accepts all

levels of players.

True False

Writing

H Read the extract below and write an email
to James giving him advice (80 words).
Include:

ñ opening remarks and express sympathy
(I’m sorry to hear ...) 

ñ advice & expected results
(Why don’t you ...? This way ...) 

ñ closing remarks
(I really hope ...)

Dear .............,
My brother uses my computer all the time to chat
with his friends. I never get a chance to use it. 
What should I do? 
James
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Vocabulary

A Choose the correct item. 

1 Don’t forget to get a ........ of ice cream.
A pot B tub C carton D tin 

2 You can find cola in the ........ aisle.
A dessert B frozen C drinks D dairy

3 Can I ........ the bill now, please?
A order B grab C check D pay

4 I like ........ eggs for breakfast.
A baked C scrambled
B thick D creamy

5 The brain controls our ........ system.
A muscle C blood
B bones D nervous

6 Can you ........ these onions, please?
A chop B beat C melt D pour

7 There is a lot of calcium in ........ products.
A dessert B dairy C vegetable D frozen

8 The restaurant ........ Asian food.
A shows B orders C serves D gives

9 Elaine’s favourite fruit is ........ .
A cabbage C eggs
B cherries D lemonade

10 The chicken comes with a ........ order of rice.
A fast B cold C side D top

B Circle the correct item.

1 Can I help / show you to your table?
2 Andrew lets his imagination act / run wild

when he cooks. 
3 This sauce is very spicy / sweet with lots of red

peppers.
4 Can I see the bill / menu, please?
5 Many teenagers eat at quick / fast food

restaurants.

D Put the verbs in brackets into the (to)
infinitive or -ing form.

1 Would you like .......................... (order) chicken
or fish?

2 You shouldn’t .......................... (drink) so many
fizzy drinks.

3 I can’t help .......................... (eat) chocolate;
it’s my favourite sweet.

4 I’m going to the market .......................... (buy)
some fresh vegetables.

5 Try .......................... (mix) the chocolate with
butter for a thicker sauce.

Grammar

C Choose the correct item.

1 This soup is …….. salty. 
A enough B too C much  

2 There aren’t …….. eggs in the fridge. 
A any B some C much

3 How …….. eggs does she need? 
A many B any C much

4 There is …….. sugar in the cake.
A no B any C few

5 There isn’t …….. milk in my coffee. 
A too B few C enough

6 Can I have …….. juice please?
A a few B some C any

7 I eat …….. banana every morning.
A some B a few C a

8 Are there …….. tomatoes in the sauce?
A some B any C a

9 Dave eats …….. junk food. 
A too many B many C too much

10 There is …….. ice cream for dessert.
A any B a lot of C few
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REVISION (Module 2)

Reading

E Read the text. In each question
choose the right answer A, B, C or D.

What’s it like to dine in a Mexican village at night surrounded by
waterfalls? Well, come to Casa Bonita restaurant in Colorado, USA and
find out! The restaurant is in the corner of a shopping centre in Denver,
Colorado. It claims to be the largest restaurant in America and 1,100
customers can eat there. But its large seating capacity is not what makes
the restaurant unique. The inside of the restaurant looks like a Mexican
village at night surrounded by waterfalls, palm trees and huts! 
This is definitely the most entertaining place in town and people come

from all over to see the cliff divers jumping from the waterfalls into the
pools below. And that’s not all! Strolling musicians, Mexican dancers and
flame jugglers visit the tables and entertain customers while they eat. 
But the real fun begins after dinner. Casa Bonita has some themed

rooms to explore including a jail, a haunted walk-through cave, a mine
and a treasure room with a special treat for the little ones. Sounds
exciting? Well, the entertainment doesn’t end there! Casa Bonita has also
got magic shows for the whole family to enjoy and a photographer
available to capture the special moments at a small cost. There is also a
gift shop to buy souvenirs. 
So, what’s the food like? It is delicious and there are many great

Mexican dishes to choose from including fajitas, salads, tacos and
enchiladas. The menu also includes an all-you-can-eat meal option. The
prices are reasonable and customers can expect to spend between $10 and
$15 per dish. The service is excellent and the waiters are very friendly.
With so many attractions to see, an evening out at

Casa Bonita offers more fun than most
restaurants and it’s definitely a
place worth visiting!  

106

1 The restaurant is special because
A it resembles a place in Mexico. 
B it fits over 1000 people. 
C it is in a small Mexican village. 
D it has a shopping centre inside. 

2 Many visitors come to watch
A the waterfalls. 
B the palm trees. 
C the cliff divers.
D the jail.

3 At the tables, customers can  
A play a musical instrument. 
B watch entertainers.  
C take part in a performance.
D learn a Mexican dance. 

4 After dinner customers can 
A get a free photograph.  
B find a fortune.  
C explore a spooky cave. 
D learn to do magic tricks.

5 At Casa Bonita the food is 
A spicy.
B cheap.
C expensive.
D tasty.

6 The text is typical of 
A an adventure book.
B a guidebook. 
C a geography book.
D a tourist magazine.
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Everyday English

F Choose the correct response.

1 A: Are you ready to order?
B: a Yes, we are.
b That’s good.

2 A: Can I have an omelette, please? 
B: a Sure. 
b That’s correct. 

3 A: What about you? 
B: a Thank you.
b I’d like a salad. 

4 A: Would you like any side orders? 
B: a Yes, chips, please. 
b They’re nice. 

5 A: What would you like to drink? 
B: a Not really. 
b A glass of lemonade, please. 

6 A: So that’s an omelette and a salad. 
B: a OK. 
b That’s right. 

Listening

G You will hear two people talking about
eating out. Listen and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).

1 Jenny doesn’t like ethnic cuisine.
2 Alex hasn’t got enough money

to eat at the Chinese restaurant.
3 Jenny’s favourite dish is fish and

chips.
4 Jenny can’t remember the name

of the fish restaurant.
5 Alex and Jenny often go to the

fish restaurant.

True False

Writing

H Write a short email to your friend about a
dish from a foreign country that you like.
(80 words). Include:

ñ opening remarks 
ñ name of dish
ñ ingredients 
ñ how you make it
ñ how you serve it 
ñ closing remarks 
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Vocabulary

A Choose the correct item.

1 James Watt was the ........ of the modern steam
engine.
A composer C inventor
B architect D engineer

2 The pilgrims ........ crops such as corn.
A hunted B created C made D grew

3 Captain Cook ......... sail across the Pacific in
1768.
A travelled B went C set D put

4 Americans celebrate Thanksgiving with a big
....... .
A harvest B crop C hunt D feast

5 Alexander the Great ......... many countries in
battle.
A conquered B explored C invented D won

6 Columbus was looking for a new trade ........ to
Asia.
A route B trip C journey D road

7 The Roman ........ expanded into most of Europe
in 117 AD.
A legend C world
B Empire D land

8 Genghis Khan ........ a place in history with his
famous battles.
A unlocked B found C won D lead

9 Leonardo da Vinci was a very ........ artist.
A curious C perfect
B brave D talented

10 The pilgrims ........ in America.
A discovered C explored
B settled D conquered

Grammar

C Complete the sentences with the past simple
or the past continuous of the verbs in the
brackets. 

1 The pilgrims ............................................. (sail) 
from England to North America in 1620. 

2 The scientist .................................... (perform) 
an experiment at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon.  

3 How ................................................ (the thief/
break into) the museum? 

4 The teenager ....................................................
(vandalise) a statue when the police ...............
...................................................... (catch) him. 

5 Henry ..................................................... (take)
a picture of the exhibits when the guard .........
.................................................... (yell) at him.   

6 Alexander Bell ..................................................
(not/invent) electricity. 

7 Tom .................................................... (sketch)
a drawing while Andy ......................................
(paint) a portrait.

8 Alexander the Great .........................................
(lead) his army into many battles. 

9 .......................................................... (Ken/go)
to the art exhibition yesterday? 

10 The sun ................................................ (shine)
and the birds ......................................... (sing). 

D Circle the correct answer. 

1 ........ was Julius Caesar?
A Which B Who C How

2 ........ emperor defeated the Persians?
A Who B Where C Which

3 ........ did Tutankhamun rule Egypt?
A How long B What C Where

4 ........ did Cleopatra die?
A When B Which C How long

5 ........ did Marco Polo live?
A Which B Where C Who

B Circle the correct item.

1 Tourists can watch a re-enactment / creation
of the battle.

2 Leonardo da Vinci’s sketches of maps are very
accurate / real.

3 Actors dress up in popular / traditional clothing
from the colonial period at the museum.

4 They fought hard to survive / win the battle.
5 The architect designed / invented the buildings.
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Reading

E Read the article about Florence Nightingale.
Match the paragraphs (1-8) with their correct
headings (A-I). One heading does not match. 

Florence Nightingale is famous for her
incredible nursing skills. Here’s the story

of a remarkable woman ....

Florence was born on 12th May, 1820.
She was the daughter of a wealthy family in England.
Florence’s family wanted her to get married and
become a part of high society. Florence, however,
rebelled against her expected role of becoming a
devoted wife.  

Florence had other plans. She wanted to
become a nurse. Her parents weren’t happy with her
decision because they thought that nursing was a
profession for the working class. Finally, in 1851, her
father gave her permission to go to a hospital in
Germany to train.  

In 1853, Florence finished her nursing training
and she returned to London. She became a
superintendent at a hospital for disabled women. 

In 1854, Florence went to Turkey with 38
nurses from England to help the wounded British
soldiers in the Crimean War. She found the conditions
at the hospital to be appalling. There were wounded
soldiers sleeping in dirty rooms without any blankets
or proper food. Diseases like cholera were spreading
among the wounded and more soldiers were dying
from these diseases than from their injuries. 

When Florence arrived at the hospital many 
doctors disapproved of her views about the need to
reform military hospitals and made her and the other
nurses feel unwelcome. However, after a large battle
that brought in many injured soldiers to the hospital
the doctors realised that they needed the nurses’ help. 

Florence and the nurses immediately changed
the conditions in the hospital. First, they cleaned the
hospital and stopped the spread of serious diseases.
Then, they took care of the wounded. The death rate
among the soldiers dropped dramatically.

Florence became known as ‘the lady with the
lamp’ because she carried a kerosene lamp with her
as she walked the halls of the hospital at night to
check on the wounded. She became a true hero to
the soldiers and to people back home in England. 

When Florence returned to England, she
opened the Florence Nightingale Training School for
Nurses. She became known as the founder of modern
nursing and in 1883, Queen Victoria awarded
Florence the Royal Red Cross.

1
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REVISION (Module 3)

A A SPLENDID PRIZE 

B A NEW CAREER

C VICTORIOUS IN

BATTLE

D UNPOPULAR LADIE
S

E LET THERE BE LIGHT
 

F BIG IMPROVEMENT
S

G EDUCATION

ABROAD

H AN UNHEALTHY

ENVIRONMENT

I FAMILY PROBLEMS 
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Name: Robert Burns

When/Where born: 25th January,
1759/Alloway Scotland

Early years: eldest of 7 children in
poor family; worked on family
farm; was its main worker by the
age of 15

Later years: published first
collection of poems, Poems, Chiefly in
the Scottish Dialect, in 1784, moved
to Edinburgh; there worked with
James Johnson, wrote collection of
songs, The Scots Musical Museum;
published last major work, Tam
O’Shanter, 1791

When/Where died: 21th July 1796;
only 37 years old

FACT FILE

REVISION (Module 3)

110

Writing

H Use the fact file below to write
a biography about the famous
Scottish poet and Robert Burns
(100 words). Mention:  

ñ who he was and where/when
he was born, 

ñ describe his early years, 
ñ describe his later years, 
ñ say when/where he died.

Listening

G Listen to an interview with a historian talking
about Alexander the Great. For each question (1-5)
choose the best answer (A, B or C).

1 According to Mr Webber, what made Alexander great?
A He defeated Julius Caesar.
B He conquered many places in a short period of time.
C He was such a young and successful king.

2 Why didn’t Alexander take his army into China?
A The King of Macedonia stopped him. 
B He expanded into India instead. 
C He died before he got a chance. 

3 How did Alexander die?
A He died in battle.
B No one knows for certain.
C He died from a fever caused by poisoning.

4 Alexander was
A a powerful military commander.
B a successful trader.
C a philosopher. 

5 Alexander’s goal as king was
A to spread the teachings of Aristotle.
B to spread Greek culture and language.
C to spread classical Greek teachings.

Everyday English

F Read the dialogue and fill in the missing phrases. 

ñ That sounds interesting 
ñ Did you have a good time
ñ How was your weekend
ñ I didn’t do anything special
ñ What about you 

A: Hi Allan. 1) .......................................................................?
B: It was great, thanks. I went to the new art gallery in town. 
A: I’d really like to go there. 2) .............................................?
B: Yes, it was fantastic. We saw some beautiful paintings. 
A: 3) ..................................................................................... . 
B: It was. 4) ..........................................................................?

Did you have a good weekend? 
A: 5) ...................................................................... . I went to

my friend’s house and we played video games.  
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Vocabulary

A Choose the correct word.

1 Yellowstone National Park ........ many tourists
every year. 
A enjoys C shares
B attracts D encourages 

2 The beach was very ........ with people. 
A small C awful
B crowded D bad 

3 When the geyser ........, it sends water into the air.
A stretches C erupts
B covers D travels

4 Tourists should always ........ the local dress
code of a country. 
A support C care
B treat D respect 

5 It’s always important to ........ a good impression
at work. 
A take C have
B do D make 

6 We went on holiday and had the ........ of our
lives! 
A experience C tour
B journey D time

7 The giant condor is a(n) ........ species and there
aren’t many left in the wild.
A historical C endangered
B ancient D dangerous

8 We’ll ........ the night at a resort.
A make C sleep
B camp D spend 

9 The best part of the trip was the ........ scenery. 
A fun C exciting
B dangerous D stunning

10 The building is now a ........ Heritage Site. 
A World C Natural
B Diverse D Traditional

Grammar

C Choose the correct item.

1 We ........ a dune buggy when we visit Lima. 
A will drive B going to drive
C are driving 

2 When he ........ in Peru, he will call me.  
A arrive B will arrive C arrives 

3 It’s 1:00. They ........ their train! 
A miss B are going to miss
C are missing 

4 When ........ from China? 
A John return B will John return
C John returns 

5 That’s a nice souvenir. I ........ it!
A going to buy B am buying C will buy 

6 If she ........ enough money she’d go on holiday. 
A has B had C would have

7 We ........ go scuba diving this afternoon. 
A definitely B may C probably 

8 If I go to Paris, I ........ the Eiffel Tower. 
A visit B will visit C would visit

9 ........ River Thames is in London. 
A A B The C –

10 If you ........ ice in water, it floats.   
A will drop B would drop C drop 

11 Andy will ........ come sightseeing with us. 
A might B could C definitely

12 They went to a restaurant ........ serves seafood
dishes.
A where B which C whose 

13 I met a woman ........ is a sculptor. 
A which B whose C who

14 We went on ........ tour of the island yesterday. 
A the B an C a

15 A museum is a place ........ you can see lots of
statues. 
A which B who C where 

B Circle the correct item.

1 You can find fresh / native products at the
market. 

2 Each of the rooms had a great view / sight of
the sea.

3 It’s so nice and cosy / peaceful in the garden.  
4 Her office is in the heart / middle of the city.  
5 We went on a snowmobile cruise / tour of the area.
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Reading

D Read the text. In each question
choose the right answer 
A, B, C or D.

1 The writer recommends the park
to
A nature lovers.
B hikers.
C swimmers.
D horse riders.

2 A popular activity is
A hiking across a glacier.
B visiting a sculpture exhibition.
C climbing a mountain.
D learning how to use an ice axe.

3 The temperature in Viti
A is always 30oC.
B is too hot to swim.
C changes.
D is freezing cold.

4 On a horse ride you can see
A seals.
B fish. 
C birds.
D reindeer.

5 At the lagoon visitors should
A swim.
B take pictures.
C go fishing.
D play with the seals.

6 A special winter activity is
A driving a snowmobile.
B going to the theatre.
C driving across a glacier.
D watching the night sky.

Are you interested in exploring nature? How does hiking through
giant glaciers, swimming in hot springs and going horse riding
sound? If that sounds exciting, then come to Iceland for your
next holiday and visit the Vatnajökull National Park.
The easiest way to see the glaciers of Vatnajökull is to take
a tour with an expert guide who will teach you all about the
ice formations. One of the most popular tours is visiting the
Falljökull glacier. Before the tour starts, visitors learn how to
use special equipment, such as an ice axe. Then, the hike
across the ice begins. Visitors find the shapes of the glacial
ice amazing. Often, these natural forms look like wonderful
glass sculptures. From the peak of the glacier the view of the

surrounding area is spectacular. Some of the more
adventurous visitors can also try ice climbing on the glacier.
Another popular attraction is the park’s many hot springs. One
of the most impressive places to visit is Viti, a lake inside a
volcanic crater. It’s perfect for swimming because it has an
average temperature of 30ÆC. But in spring the temperature
drops when the ice around the crater melts into the lake.
There are also plenty of activities for animal lovers. The North
East of the park is home to many beautiful reindeer. One of the
best ways to see them is by taking a horse ride across the park.
The Jökulsa’rlo’n Lagoon is also a great place to see wildlife.
Visitors can take a boat ride across the lagoon’s calm blue
waters and watch arctic birds flying overhead and playful seals
swimming after fish. The lagoon is one of the most famous
places in Iceland, so it’s a great place to snap some photos to
show your friends back home.
If you come to the park in winter, there’s one last attraction you
can’t miss – the Northern Lights.  The best way to see them
is on an evening snowmobile trip across a glacier. You can
watch the colourful lights dance across the dark sky! It’s
the greatest natural show on Earth! 
So, next time you are planning a holiday, why not visit
the natural wonders of Vatnajökull? It’s an
experience you won’t forget.
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Writing

G Imagine that you are planning a summer
holiday at your summer house near a
seaside resort. Write an email and invite
your English pen-friend to come with you
(100 words). Mention: 

ñ when you are going to go
ñ who else will be there 
ñ what outdoor activities you will do there 
ñ what clothes your friend will need to bring

Everyday English

E Choose the correct response.

1 A: Good morning. How can I help you? 
B: a I’m planning to visit the gallery. 
b I’m calling for some information.  

2 A: What are the opening hours today?
B: a Seven days a week.  
b From 8 am to 6 pm.

3 A: How do I drive there? 
B: a Take the number 78 bus.  
b Go on the motorway.

4 A: Can I help you with anything else?
B: a No, that’s all. 
b Thank you. 

5 A: The M62, right?
B: a That’s good.
b Yes, that’s it.

6 A: How much does it cost?
B: a It’s 8 am. 
b It’s í8.

Listening

F You are going to hear five people
talking about holidays. Match the speakers
(1-5) to the statements (A-F). There is one
extra statement that does not match.

A The speaker enjoys exploring ancient
monuments.

B The speaker has lots of pictures from their
holiday.

C The speaker’s holiday was stressful.
D The speaker goes on holiday to relax.
E The speaker loves nature.
F The speaker likes active holidays.

1 2 3 4 5
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Vocabulary

A Choose the correct word.

1 The rescue ........ has begun searching for
survivors.
A campaign C project
B team D camp

2 The county ........ from floods every year.  
A rebuilds C suffers
B challenges D destroys 

3 Ocean ........ move pollution around in the water.
A slopes C surfaces
B currents D floods

4 The scientists monitor the animals in their
natural ........ .  
A house C nest
B location D habitat 

5 Sea turtles ........ their eggs on sandy beaches.
A lay C record
B monitor D observe

6 The charity ........ money to help the poor. 
A supports C raises
B achieves D issues 

7 The city has warned people not to swim in the
........ lake.   
A affected C polluted
B injured D endangered 

8 They pulled out many survivors from the ........ . 
A rubble C village
B forest D habitat

9 They often ........ donations to charities.
A do C make   
B supply D record  

10 All the plants are dying because of the ........ .
A earthquake C hurricane
B tornado D drought 

Grammar

C Circle the correct item.

1 Several buildings ........ during the earthquake
last week.  
A have collapsed B collapsed 
C have been collapsing 

2 It hasn’t rained ........ three weeks. 
A yet B for C since 

3 John ........ as a rescue worker since 2009. 
A has been working B was working
C worked 

4 Frank ........ back from Pakistan. 
A has just come B have just come 
C just come   

5 James has ........ volunteered for a charity.  
A ever B never C yet 

6 Andy was happy because he ........ an award. 
A has won B had won C have won

7 If he ........ the news, he would have heard
about the tornado. 
A watched B had watched
C watches   

8 I wish I ........ some money to help the homeless.    
A have B had C had had 

9 Tom isn’t here. He ........ to the beach. 
A had gone B has been going 
C has gone 

10 The children ........ lots of exotic animals  at the
zoo yesterday. 
A have seen B saw C had seen

11 They ........ their tickets before they went to the
airport.   
A have already bought C already bought
B had already bought

12 Have you ever........ to Australia? 
A go B gone C been 

13 If he had known about the charity event he
........  it. 
A would have attended B will attend 
C would attend  

14 Sally had left ........ we started collecting
donations.
A before B after C already

15 She ……. tennis well before she broke her arm.
A could play B play C has played

B Circle the correct item.

1 The girl fell and was in a lot of physical pain /
ache.  

2 The athlete has set a new world champ / record.
3 The boy walked around barefoot and had upset /
sore feet.

4 They raised / put up posters for the charity event.
5 The tsunami / hurricane swept some houses

out to sea.
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Reading

D Read the text and mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

Have you ever heard o
f the WWF? Well, the WWF stands for the World

Wide Fund for Nature an
d it is a charity that pr

otects wildlife around
 the

world. A small group o
f people founded the 

charity in 1961. They c
hose a

black and white panda
 as its logo. The idea f

or the logo came from
 a

panda bear called Chi 
Chi which had arrived

 at the London zoo at
 the

time. Thousands of pe
ople went to see this 

rare animal and Chi Ch
i

inspired many of them
 to learn more about a

nimals in danger. She 
was

the perfect symbol for
 the new charity.

Fifty years later the W
WF still has its famous lo

go and has become on
e of

the biggest wildlife ch
arities in the world. It

 has nearly 500 million

members and operate
s in over 100 countrie

s. The WWF still works hard to

protect some of the w
orld’s rarest animals; j

aguars, gorillas, turtle
s and

pandas are just a few 
examples!

One of the ways peop
le can help to protect 

endangered species th
rough

the WWF is by adopting an an
imal. There are over a

 hundred different

species to adopt, inclu
ding tigers, butterflies

, bears and birds. Peop
le

can choose the anima
l they want to adopt a

nd then make a

donation. In return th
e WWF will send them phot

ographs,

information and an ad
option certificate. It’s 

a great way to

learn more about anim
als. The WWF will also send them 

a

special bag with a cud
dly toy replica of the a

dopted animal.

Friends and family can
 also purchase a cuddl

y toy animal or

they can adopt an ani
mal for someone as a 

gift. 

If you’d like to learn m
ore about the WWF, check out

their website at www
.wwf.org.

1 The London zoo started the WWF. 
..........

2 After visiting Chi Chi, people became more interested in endangered species. 
..........

3 After 50 years, WWF changed its logo. ..........
4 The WWF works around the world. 

..........
5 There are four types of animals to adopt. ..........
6 Adopting an animal is free. 

..........
7 A WWF adoption is a good present for a friend. ..........
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Everyday English

E Choose the correct response.

1 A: What are you doing? 
B: a That’s not a problem.   
b I’m collecting donations. 

2 A: Can I give you a hand?
B: a Actually, I’m finished. 
b I’m free this afternoon. 

3 A: What time? 
B: a Tomorrow. 
b At 5 o’clock. 

4 A: Around 4 pm would be great. 
B: a See you then. 
b Thanks. 

5 A: Would you mind helping me with that?
B: a Of course not.
b That’s wonderful. 

6 A: Can you put up these posters?
B: a Sure I can.  
b Yes, I do.  

Listening 

F You are going to hear five people
talking about volunteering. Match the
speakers (1-5) to the statements (A-F).
There is one statement that does not
match.

Writing 

G Imagine you are spending the summer at an
eco-camp. Write an email to your English
pen-friend describing the experience 
(100-150 words). Mention: 

ñ where you are 
ñ what activities you have done so far
ñ what your thoughts and feelings are 

Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Speaker 4

Speaker 5

A I’m upset about what is
happening.

B It’s never too late to help.
C People don’t often remember

this problem. 
D I’m confident about achieving

my goal.
E I never expected such a terrible

situation.
F I want others to get involved.
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Vocabulary

A Choose the correct word.

1 The ........ of my trip was visiting the castle.
A element C attraction   
B background    D highlight  

2 Several dinosaur ........ were recently discovered. 
A icicles        C murals         
B fossils        D statues 

3 The emperor rode an ivory ........ pulled  by horses.
A fortress C pit      
B tomb     D chariot

4 You can buy eye drops at the ........ .
A stationer’s    C baker’s   
B confectioner’s  D chemist’s  

5 Archaeologists found ancient statues when they
........ the area. 
A revealed C dug    
B excavated   D buried  

6 The moonlight ........ on the river.
A glided     C shimmered   
B steered    D posed  

7 The artist used small ........ or tiny dots to create
the picture.
A touches    C expressions  
B brushstrokes   D features

8 The soldiers had a(n) ........ of weapons.
A battle      C power      
B guard   D armoury  

9 He’s not only a good singer, but also ........ his
own music. 
A composes     C portrays   
B reflects    D emerges

10 We had some ........ Chinese food last night. 
A elaborate     C elegant   
B authentic   D exclusive 

Grammar

C Choose the correct item.

1 Paul said he ...... to the museum tomorrow. 
A goes  B will go C would go 

2 Some fossils ...... by archaeologists.  
A found B were found C had found

3 The statues are covered ...... clay. 
A by B over C with

4 Maria ...... if we went to the museum. 
A asked B said C told

5 The palace is over there,  ......?
A is it B doesn’t it C isn’t it

6 The musical instruments ...... from ice. 
A made B are made C had made

7 Kevin said he ...... the painting before. 
A sees    B seeing  C had seen 

8 She took the pictures ...... .
A herself  B themselves  C yourself

9 The teacher said ...... talk during the concert. 
A don’t   B not to  C no

10 The painting ...... by Dali.   
A is created  B has been created 
C was created 

11 She ...... whether we wanted to go to the music
festival. 
A told   B asked   C said

12 They went to the dinosaur park, ......?
A did they   B didn’t they  C have they 

13 Stella said she really ….. the ancient ruins. 
A likes  B would like   C liked

14 The picture was taken ….. a professional
photographer. 
A by     B with    C from

15 The painting ….. tomorrow at the gallery. 
A are displayed B will be displayed 
C will display 

B Circle the correct item.

1 The ice instruments are stored in a deep /
heavy freeze.

2 The tomb remained authentic / untouched for
thousands of years.

3 The artist has a talented / unique way of
painting on rocks.

4 The ruins are in a burial reserve / ground.
5 The artist pays a lot of attention to convention /
detail.
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Reading

D Read the text. Five sentences are missing. Match the
sentences (A-F) to the gaps (1-5). There is one extra sentence. 

A The fun doesn’t even stop when the sun goes down.

B However, today over 300,000 people watch the performances.

C Shows are so popular you will need to book tickets in advance. 

D His show always has audiences laughing out loud.

E After their performance, buskers usually ask for donations.

F But these performers don’t put on shows on stages or in tents.

Every January something exciting
happens in New Zealand. For two weeks,

hundreds of acrobats, comedians, dancers and musicians
from all round the world come to perform in one of the

country’s main cities. They mostly perform in the streets.
Why? Because this is The World Buskers Festival.

A busker is anyone who performs an act for free in the street. But
people only give what they think the act was worth. And buskers don’t expect
more than a few coins from each person. The World Buskers Festival is a great
opportunity to see some of the world’s best street performers. Visitors can watch

magic acts in the streets and in the main square they can laugh at top comedy acts. In
the park, they can see acrobats performing incredible feats high up in the trees!
At night, performances continue to take place in the city’s art galleries and theatres.

When the festival began in 1994, only a few buskers came to the city, and
crowds were small. For the most popular acts, visitors need to arrive

early to get a good view.  One act that always draws a big crowd is
New Zealand’s Fuse Circus, a team of some of the country’s best
circus performers. Together, they put on an incredible acrobatic
show! Another top act is a young comedian called Sam Wills.

There are also big audiences for Maui, a group who
perform traditional Maori dances. With over 500 different
performances taking place around the city, any visitor to
this fantastic, free festival, is sure to find something

they like!

1

2

3

4

5
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Listening

F Listen to a radio programme talking
about a tourist attraction. For each question
(1-5) choose the best answer (A, B, or C). 

1 London bridge is located in 
A Colorado. B England. C Arizona.

2 Julie Sykes is a
A historian. B tourist office employee.
C tour guide.

3 John Rennie’s London Bridge was built in
A 1209. B 1831. C 1896.

4 Robert McCulloch bought London Bridge
because
A he wanted to attract tourists to Lake Havasu.
B he wanted to use it to connect the city to an

island on the lake.
C he wanted to add it to his old stone collection.

5 According to Julie Sykes, the highlight of
London Bridge is 
A it’s the world’s largest antique.
B it has great shops and restaurants.
C it’s a mixture of two places.

Writing

G Write an email to your pen-friend in
England about a famous tourist attraction
in your country (80-100 words). Mention:

ñ the name and location of the place 
ñ what tourists can see and do there 
ñ what your feelings and thoughts are about it

Everyday English

E Choose the correct response.

1 A: How can I help you?
B: a That’s 200 grams.
b I’d like to post this parcel.

2 A: Could you put it on the scales?
B: a That’s great.
b Certainly.

3 A: How do you want to send it?
B: a By airmail.
b Envelope.

4 A: That’s í3.28 then, please.
B: a You’re welcome.
b Here you are.

5 A: Shall I write that it’s a gift?
B: a That’s fine. b Oh, right.

6 A: What are the choices?
B: a Airmail and registered post.
b Postmark.
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